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Clinical development is a costly and time-consuming
milestone in the complex process to bring new treatments
to patients. Developing a clinical trial protocol is a critical step
in this process. Poorly conceived protocols create challenges at
the study level, the program level and across the full lifecycle
of development and commercialization. Study level challenges
typically include protocol amendments that can add nearly
USD 500,000 in unplanned expenses and 61 days to a trial
timeline1 and patient recruitment difficulties.
Decision making during protocol design and authoring
can often feel like high impact prediction using limited and
sometimes biased data. Fortunately, data to inform the trial
design process exists – clinical researchers just need easy
access to the right information in order to add more patient
data and evidence-based insights to the protocol
design process.
IBM® Study Advance helps you build quality protocols by
providing both the power of collaboration and data insights
to help eliminate guesswork and enable efficiency and informed
decisions across the entire protocol development process.

Collaborate more efficiently
Development of a clinical trial protocol involves incorporating
perspectives from multiple experts that may span multiple
countries and organizations. Gathering complex input from
numerous stakeholders into a single protocol document can
present challenges including version control, change tracking,
simultaneous editing, transparency on progress, deadline
awareness and accountability - among others. These
challenges lead to delays and inefficiencies that can frustrate
team members and strain project schedules and budgets.
IBM Study Advance facilitates the authoring process including
team management and workflow from synopsis to internal
approvals by enabling:
• Collaboration with protocol
authoring team members
• Document iteration with
complete traceability

• The ability to assign
authoring team members
to projects and individual
protocol sections

• Flexible access to standard
protocol templates

Make informed decisions
with data

By assisting team management and collaboration, IBM Study
Advance helps your organization increase efficiency and
productivity during the protocol authoring process.

Our patient explorer provides direct access to the
IBM MarketScan® Research Databases to help formulate the
insights you need to make informed protocol design decisions.

Protocols for the real world

With IBM Study Advance, you easily access one of the
largest proprietary patient-level databases available with
fully integrated patient level claims data. MarketScan data
provides the ability to track patients longitudinally over multiple
years even when they switch plans and includes a strong depth
of patient-level detail that reflects the true continuum of care.
With the patient explorer, you can quickly assess whether
there are enough potential participants meeting your trial’s
inclusion/exclusion criteria. You can also refine draft criteria
to maximize participant recruitment success. A data-driven
approach to protocol design can help you limit the delays
and cost resulting from patient recruitment challenges.
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By enabling both team collaboration as well as insights to
inform study design decisions, IBM Study Advance helps you
build protocols that work in the real world. We facilitate the
authoring process for your team and help you strategically
access the right data assets to eliminate guesswork when
it comes to key protocol development decisions, such as
evaluating the impact of inclusion and exclusion criteria
on the eligible patient population.
Armed with the right data and insights, you can make protocol
design decisions that facilitate an effective and efficient clinical
trial by limiting patient recruitment difficulties and unnecessary
protocol amendments – ultimately saving both time and money.
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About IBM Watson Health
Each day, professionals throughout the health ecosystem make
powerful progress toward a healthier future. At IBM Watson
Health, we help them remove obstacles, optimize efforts and
reveal new insights to support the people they serve. Working
across the landscape, from payers and providers to governments
and life sciences, we bring together deep health expertise;
proven innovation; and the power of artificial intelligence to
enable our customers to uncover, connect and act — as they
work to solve health challenges for people everywhere.
For more information on IBM Watson Health,
visit ibm.com/watsonhealth.
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IBM products are warranted
according to the terms and
conditions of the agreements
under which they are provided.
Statement of Good Security
Practices: IT system security
involves protecting systems and
information through prevention,
detection and response to
improper access from within and
outside your enterprise. Improper
access can result in information
being altered, destroyed,
misappropriated or misused or
can result in damage to or misuse
of your systems, including
for use in attacks on others.
No IT system or product should
be considered completely secure
and no single product, service
or security measure can be
completely effective in preventing
improper use or access. IBM
systems, products and services
are designed to be part of a
lawful, comprehensive security
approach, which will necessarily
involve additional operational
procedures, and may require other
systems, products or services to
be most effective. IBM does not
warrant that any systems, product
or services are immune from, or
will make your enterprise immune
from, the malicious or illegal
conduct of any party.
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